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IN THIS GUIDE

Information on popular topics
Activities for staying on track
Calendars to help you stay organized
Reflections for each term

Hang onto your guide after orientation!
Read advice on how to navigate hot topics.
Complete the checkpoints and reflection activities.
Having trouble getting work done? Give the strategies a try.

Need more help? Explore our campus resources. 

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

WELCOME

Welcome to Caltech! In joining an extraordinary learning and
research enterprise, you become an important and valued member of
our community. I am excited to welcome you, as you enter upon your
own personal and intellectual journey of discovery. 
 
Your time at Caltech will be marked by new experiences, as you
explore the challenges and opportunities that our campus has to offer.
Many people and organizations are committed to supporting your
development as a student, and this guide is designed to help you work
through your adjustment to Caltech, and assist you in planning for
success. It was developed with the assistance of other students,
faculty and staff, all of whom share your spirit of curiosity,
exploration, and collaboration.
 
I look forward to meeting you, and joining others in welcoming you to
the Caltech community.
 
Kevin Gilmartin
Dean of Undergraduate Students 
William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of English
 



LET'S TALK ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL

Pause for a moment and think about back to just a few months ago.
We’re asking you to do this because college is a new experience. That
means your strategies and routines will probably be different. What
will help you be successful and happy at Caltech might be different
than what you needed in high school. And that’s okay. Use this
opportunity to note some of those thoughts.

What has worked well for you in the past? Defined class times?
Extracurriculars after school? Parents waking you up?

How did you keep track of your time? Planner? Sticky notes?
Or did you just keep a mental note? Maybe time management
wasn’t something you needed to consider.



What have you heard about life as a Caltech student?

What are your goals for this term? For this year?

Tip Here
Tip: It’s okay if you change your

strategies or methods - they will evolve
as you do during your time here



GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Caltech hosts approximately 1,200 international students from
nearly 70 different countries annually. Take time to ask your

classmates about the place they call home.

Tip: Participate in International
Education Week each Fall Term and

Caltech World Fest each Spring Term.
Join us in celebrating our Global

Community.

"If civilization is to survive, we must cultivate the
science of human relationships - the ability of all
peoples, of all kinds, to live together, in the same
world, at peace."

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

Countries I have visited Countries I want to visit



Quick

Resources

and

Helpful Tips

(Important contacts and

numbers located on the

back cover)



TIPS AND STRATEGIES

Having trouble getting started on work? Try a few of these strategies:
 

Break your task down into smaller steps so it feels more
manageable and realistic. You don't have to finish the entire set in
one sitting, but you could set goals for reading over the set,
attempting a problem, or staying engaged for a short period of
time. 
Work in shorter intervals and commit to focusing just for the time
you set. Give yourself permission to take a meaningful break
(something that helps you feel restored and get back to work).
Instead of asking what you need to do, ask what would make you
feel successful and do that first. 
Ask yourself why a certain task is on your to-do list. If it doesn’t
add any value or meaning to your goals, reconsider it.

 
 

Tip: Your strategy doesn’t have to be
fancy or complex, you just need to use
it! Sticky notes are great if you look at
them, $50 planners aren’t so great if

you don’t use them.



TIPS AND STRATEGIES

We all struggle with motivation sometimes - especially when the work
isn’t enjoyable or fun. Sometimes we even find ourselves
overwhelmed and unsure where to start because there’s so much to
do. When this happens, it’s easy to tell ourselves that we’ll start
working later, as soon as the conditions feel right…after this nap…
after you finish this level…or when you really feel like it. The problem
is that motivation doesn’t really work this way. Instead, sometimes we
have to let ourselves start working even when the conditions aren’t
perfect. In an optimal world we’d feel great about our work first and
then take action - but if we wait for our emotions to feel a certain way,
we might never get started at all.
 
So what can we do? This is where a technique called behavioral
activation comes in. It just means allowing yourself to start working
on a small chunk of work now and seeing what happens, instead of
waiting for it to feel like the right time, or for the conditions to be
perfect. A lot of the time, you’ll find that your motivation increases
after you start working. Writing one paragraph of that essay makes it
easier to keep going…doing one problem on that set gets you closer to
being done…and replying to that overdue e-mail now will make it
easier to send some others.
 
You don’t have to convince yourself that things are going to go great
when you start. Instead, it can help just to keep an open, curious mind.  
Say that you need to start working on a set, but you’re not convinced
that it’s going to go well. You don’t need to wait until you feel
perfectly prepared. Rather, you could say to yourself, “Let me just get
started and see what happens.” This can be a great way to overcome
feeling paralyzed, and to show yourself that even small steps can add
up to progress and more motivation.
 



STAYING ORGANIZED

“Caltech is a high pressure environment where time is the most scarce
resource. I stay organized by using lots of apps and meticulously
planning out every hour of my day. It’s not strictly necessary to do
that but I feel like it keeps me on track. It also helps me plan in free
time where I can truly feel calm and wind down.” - Sophie

“Plan out my homework and weekly schedule over the weekend.” 
- Ethan Mann

“Use a planner and keep a clean desk.” - Anonymous

“I update my Google calendar with due dates throughout the term,
especially from the syllabus. I also make sure to mark off items once I
submit (not just finish) the assignment. I also keep a spreadsheet to
keep track of my returned grades. I also keep my desk organized by
keeping each drawer or slot in my desk organizer reserved for a
specific type of item. For example, I have one slot for each class for
returned sets, a drawer for notes, a drawer for school supplies, etc.” 
- Daniel

How do  you stay organized?

"I use a modified bullet journal to stay organized. Since planning by
the day can feel like a burden when my sets are weekly, I use the left
page to write down tasks for the whole week, and have a few lines for
each day on the right side." - Arushi, '21

"Stay organized? A calendar helps, although at some point the
deadlines for sets just become ingrained in your head." - Vivek



“Calendar app reminds me of my obligations. I take notes on my tablet
using OneNote (both typing and stylus), and can easily refer to all the
notes I have ever taken for all my classes. Can even control-F terms.
Also, even though REGIS can print a calendar, this site color codes and
lets you add office hours and other things:
https://www.freecollegeschedulemaker.com/” - Anonymous

“Apple Notes, so they sync between devices.” - Anonymous

“I use Google Calendar, Drive, and Sheets to stay organized so that I
can update and view my schedule from my phone and computer.” 
- Daniel

If you use apps to stay organized, what apps
do you use?

"I don’t use apps beyond Apple and Google Calendar – but those might
be helpful, if you would like." - Vivek

STAYING ORGANIZED

https://www.freecollegeschedulemaker.com/


Todoist | Web, Windows, Mac, iOS, Android |
Free and Paid -  Its 2-way sync with Google
Calendar makes this to-do list a no brainer. Plus
it understands natural language such as "every
two days starting tomorrow."
Habitica | Web, Chrome Extension, iOS, Android
| Free - Gamify your to-do list, level up your
character, earn gold by completing tasks, buy
gear, collect pets and mounts, and fight bosses!
It's like an RPG, but in real life!
Dynalist | Web, Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS,
Android | Free -  Looks like a simple bulleted list,
but its features (tags, checklists, colors, nested
lists) make it the perfect place to put down all
your thoughts. If you're currently using Notes,
Stickies or similar, you'll probably enjoy Dynalist.
ColdTurkey and ColdTurkey Writer | Windows,
Mac, Android - ColdTurkey will block distracting
websites and programs, or lock you out of your
computer entirely. ColdTurkey writer is a simple
text editor that holds you accountable to your
goal - whether it's number of words typed or a
certain amount of time spent.
StayFocusd | Chrome Extension | Free - Set
allowances for, or block distracting websites to
get work done. StayFocusd helps you control
your internet usage, has a built-in "nuclear"
option, and can even require challenge text to
dissuade you from changing the settings.

HELPFUL APPS

For other time management resources, visit: 
http://wellness.caltech.edu/services/occupational-therapy/time-
management-resources

Download the Caltech Student Resources (CSR) App on iOS and
Android to access resources and stay informed on the latest news
and updates.

http://wellness.caltech.edu/services/occupational-therapy/time-management-resources


CALTECH DIGITAL RESOURCES

As a Caltech student, you have access a variety of free resources
during your time here including:

Office 365
Matlab
Mathematica
Box
And more!

 
View the IMSS student page for more information:
https://imss.caltech.edu/students
 
 
 

https://imss.caltech.edu/students


First, Adobe Acrobat (which can be found on the IMSS Software page
under announcements) is very useful for working with online
textbooks. Unlike the simple Adobe Reader, Adobe Acrobat allows
annotating and bookmarking textbooks, merging and separating PDFs,
and much more. 
 
Second, Mathematica is a very commonly used tool at Caltech even as
early as Frosh year. Mathematica is a powerful mathematical tool with
neat features such as unit conversion, solving systems of equations,
integration, plotting, and so much more! Plus, the built-in
documentation is fantastic. Note that Mathematica also enables
Wolfram Alpha Pro. The ARC offers a Mathematica workshop once a
year, so stay tuned for that!
 
Third, IMSS provides several engineering programs that would
otherwise be cost prohibitive for students including AutoCAD,
Solidworks, Matlab, and Maple. They also offer neat biochem software
including ChemDraw and DNAStar (in the announcements region).
 
Fourth, the IMSS page is by no means an exhaustive resource. There
are a lot of great free software online that can be really useful
including Cura (3D Printing), GitHub (Version Control, usually for
code), GrabCAD (Version Control, usually for CAD files),
CircuitMaker (schematics and PCB), Sublime Text (Text Editor,
usually for code), and much more! 
 

- Daniel N.

Software Tips

CALTECH DIGITAL RESOURCES



CALTECH LIBRARY RESOURCES

E-devices. Scholarly journals. Software. Bikes (yes, bikes). Course
reserves. Printing. Books. E-books. 3-D lab. These are just a few of the
resources that the Library has for you to use. But most importantly,
the Library has librarians to help you.  
 
Visit in person or email: library@caltech.edu   
 
And here are two pages you should take a look at: 
 

https://libguides.caltech.edu/undergraduates 
 

The Deans Office can help provide individual tutors if you are
struggling with a course and need extra help. 
 
Get more information at: https://deans.caltech.edu/Services/Tutors

 

ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC RESOURCES

The Hixon Writing Center is so much more than proofreading. Get
individual support to improve your writing and meet your academic
goals! 
 
Get more information at: http://writing.caltech.edu/

 

Need to know if something is open? Visit whatsopen.caltech.edu
to quickly check what libraries are open and where you can get
food.

 
https://www.library.caltech.edu/

 

https://libguides.caltech.edu/undergraduates
https://deans.caltech.edu/Services/Tutors
http://writing.caltech.edu/
http://whatsopen.caltech.edu/
https://www.library.caltech.edu/


Fall Term



Student Wellness Services offers programs and workshops year-
round. We invite you to join us at the following workshops (locations
to be announced): 
 
Tackle the Term -  October 4th, 12:00-1:00pm 
We'll focus on effective ways to keep a schedule, find an ideal place to
work, decide how best to spend your time, and what to do when your
plans fall off track.
 
Getting Better Sleep Workshop -  October 21st, 12:00-1:00pm
 
Managing Procrastination Workshop -  October 25th and November
15th, 12:00-1:00pm
 
Check out wellness.caltech.edu > Workshops and Groups for locations
and a complete list of programs and details!

 

FALL TERM WORKSHOPS

http://wellness.caltech.edu/resources/workshops-and-groups


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

There are five reasons for freshmen to “know” the Registrar’s Office:

Find help scheduling your classes if you are having trouble

Hand in your Add/Drop cards

Declare your option in third term

Find out who the option representative is for certain majors

Ask questions about Core requirements or requirements for majors

Forms

You may find that college means navigating through various forms and

paperwork. Many actions require forms because we need certain

information and appropriate signoffs. 

Some of the forms that you may encounter include:

Add/Drop Card – a physical card that you can pick up in our office

to add or drop a course

Course Conflict Card – a physical card that is required to register

for two courses that have a time conflict

Petition to Change Options

Minor Petition

Request Change of Adviser

Academic Petitions that will go to the Undergraduate Academic

Standards and Honors Committee (UASH) or Curriculum

Committee

Dates / Deadlines

Don’t forget the importance of deadlines! You can find important

dates on the Academic Calendar, the Catalog, and the UASH tab on

our webpage. A missed deadline could mean that it’s too late. You can

also reach out to us to see when we would recommend putting in your

request.

 Last Day to Add Courses for Fall 2019-20 is October 18

 Last Day to Drop Courses or Exercise Pass/Fail Option or Change

Sections is November 20. Please note that you won’t be permitted to

drop below 36 units without an Approved Underload Petition which can

be found on our website under the ‘UASH’ tab.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Important Information from the Registrar's
Office



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

A “TA” is a Teaching Assistant – usually a Caltech graduate or
undergraduate student who has already taken the class and helps
teach through recitations (weekly sessions focusing on clarifying
material, problem solving, and addressing student questions), office
hours, and other duties. TAs are great because they have learned the
same material more recently and really understand what makes it
challenging! Email them, go to their recitations and office hours, and
ask questions – TAs are there to help you learn.

What is a TA?  

Office hours are set times each week when a professor or TA is
available on a drop-in basis to answer questions, help students learn
to solve problems, and build community. GO TO OFFICE HOURS!
Even if you aren’t sure what questions you have – go meet the
professor or TA, introduce yourself and why you came to Caltech, ask
them what they study, and find out what other students are
discussing. If you want help with problems or homework, it’s best if
you can work on the problems yourself first – even just rewriting them
and outlining what is known and any theorems or concepts from
class that might be applicable is a great start. Instructors may ask you
questions during office hours too, but they aren’t necessarily
expecting the right answer; they just want you to think about it and
try for yourself, and they will help if you are stuck.

What is an office hour?



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

In many Caltech classes, collaboration is not only encouraged on some
portions of homework, but expected! First, read the syllabus and
course policies carefully – make sure you know what kind of
collaboration is allowed (ask about the ‘collaboration policy’), and on
which types of coursework. Then, talk to or email people in your house
or class and try working with different individuals and groups. It may
take some experimentation to figure out a study group that works
best for you: do you enjoy working with just one or two other people,
or with a larger group? Are you comfortable with a group that has a
wide range of background knowledge in the subject, or one that more
closely matches your own? Finally, contribute whenever you can, and
in different ways – helpful group members not only help teach aspects
of solving problems, but they also ask questions, restate problems,
help find applicable concepts, and participate in office hours. The
more you participate, the better!

How to organize a study group

Professors are people too and they want to get to know Caltech
undergraduates. Different professors have varying preferences for
how they want to be addressed – by their academic degree (e.g., Dr.
X), by their title (e.g., Professor Y), or by their first name or nickname.
When in doubt, just ask! Caltech professors are leading experts in
their field, but don’t let that be intimidating – it just means that they
have a lot of great stories and knowledge to share. Ask what they’re
working on, what they love about it, or where they've traveled lately.

How to talk to a professor



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

If you’re too sick to go to class or complete your work by an assigned

deadline, please contact your faculty directly. Your request should be

courteous, and direct—and include a proposed extension period. If

you are seriously ill, and will miss more than a couple of classes,

please seek appropriate medical treatment, and let the associate

deans know, so they can help coordinate extensions if appropriate.

 

Don't panic! 

 

 Look at the syllabus for the classes you are missing. There may be

instructions on who to email for specific scenarios (sick, need

extension, etc.).

 Missing Class: For large classes such as math, physics, and

chemistry core, you do not need to email anyone that you are sick

and will not be in class. For classes in which attendance is required

and recorded, like most frosh hums and labs, you should most likely

email the professor.

 Come to the Student Health Services to address any medical

needs. Note: Health Services does not give out any extensions for

missed/late work.

 Requesting Extensions Due to Illness: For large frosh classes, it

may be a good idea to email the head TA or head grader to request

extensions. If there is someone else you should be talking to, they

will tell you. For smaller classes, especially frosh hums, you will

most likely email the professor directly.

 If you have any issues with extensions due to illness, talk to the

deans! They can help you get extensions when needed. 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I need an extension! What to do when you're sick
and can't go to class.



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

Deans, they’re just like us! They go to the grocery store, and frolic on

the beach! They’re actually very nice, and are excited to get to know

you, and help you navigate Caltech. They would love to chat with you

about anything, from academic issues to homesickness, to family

problems. Dean Weyman will be the Dean for the Freshman Class this

year, although you are also welcome to talk to Dean Nye. If you’d like

to make an appointment, please visit deans.caltech.edu or call the

office at (626) 395-6351. We’re happy to help!

How to talk to a dean

The first two terms at Caltech are a chance to get used to the

academic rigor and pace of the 10-week quarter. Caution: This does

NOT mean you only need to do enough to get by. You will receive

shadow grades in each of your classes, which you may choose to later

share with graduate schools, and thinking about what your grade

might be will make the transition to third quarter much easier. We

want you to explore your interests, make friends, and not stress out

too much, but it’s important to develop good habits, such as attending

class, finding study buddies, and getting work completed on time. You

also want make sure to learn the material, as the Core curriculum is

designed to be a foundation to build upon during the rest of your time

at Caltech.

How to think about P/F

Dean Nye is the undergraduate accessibility coordinator within

Caltech Accessibility Services for Students. CASS’s goal is to provide

students with disabilities equal access to all Institute programs,

activities and services. To that end, they seek to balance the

student's right to access with the obligation to protect the integrity

of Institute programs, activities, and services. If you have any

questions or concerns, please let her know. You can find out more at

http://www.cass.caltech.edu/.

CASS (Caltech Accessibility Services for Students)

http://deans.caltech.edu/
http://deans.caltech.edu/
http://www.cass.caltech.edu/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

A Career Fair is your opportunity to see what employers and

industries are interested in Caltech students. Although you are in

your first year and not on the internship/job hunt yet, the benefits of

attending a fair this early on has its benefits.

You can collect a lot of information in a short period of time on

getting to know companies, what positions they hire for, and have

the chance to speak with recruiters

Familiarize yourself with the career fair setting so when the time

does come to actively pursue an internship or job, you are better

prepared

Even if you do not speak to a recruiter, it gives you the chance to

practice your networking skills, polish up your high school resume

and learn about different industries

Before the Fair:
Make a Handshake account, our online platform for recruiting,

counseling, and events (http://career.caltech.edu/handshake)

Check the list of companies who are attending the fair, mark the

ones that may interest you

Have your resume reviewed by a career counselor at the Career

Development Center

During the Fair:
Check-in at registration and use the student map to find employers

you may want to speak with

Make the most of all opportunities. Even if you don’t know

anything about a company, approach it as a learning opportunity.

Not everything has to be a ticket to an internship; career fairs are

also good places to help people figure out what jobs are out there.

Be friendly, honest, confident, and enthusiastic. Don’t forget to

smile and have fun!

 

The Career Fair

Be sure to attend the Fall 2019 Career Fair on October 15th 10:00am-
2:00pm in Brown Gym! Visit us at the Career Development Center
(career.caltech.edu), drop-in for a counselor meeting, or schedule one
in advance using Handshake!

http://career.caltech.edu/handshake
http://career.caltech.edu/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

The Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships (SURF) program
provides opportunities for students to conduct research under the
guidance of a faculty mentor. About 60% of students do a SURF at the
end of their freshman year. So, what can you do this Fall to help you
secure a SURF opportunity?

Getting a SURF Part 1

Go to class, attend office hours, and ask questions! Your first
priority is to do well in your courses and research mentors are
looking for students who are committed to doing their best.
Begin creating academic relationships. Get to know your professors
and TAs. Talk with your advisor. Make yourself and your research
interests known.
Explore research areas of interest. Pizza courses, option seminars,
JPL Explore, and SURF Seminar Day are all good ways to figure out
what you might want to do next summer.
Start looking for a SURF mentor. If you know what you want to do
next summer and have a mentor in mind, you can contact them at
any time. However, most frosh start looking for a mentor after
Thanksgiving break. This gives you lots of time to explore and focus
on classwork, and still have time before SURF applications are due.

Important Dates:

SURF applications go live on November 1
SURF applications are due on February 22

The Caltech ARC also has a Research FAQ page answering many
questions related to research. You can find it here:
https://sites.google.com/site/arccaltech/resources/research-faq

https://sites.google.com/site/arccaltech/resources/research-faq


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

As a frosh, getting an internship might seem impossible, but, as a
Caltech student, you're certainly bright and motivated enough to be
desirable to a bunch of companies. It's tough to convey your
remarkable skillset in a short application/interview, but here are a few
tips to boost your chances. 
 
First, put together a résumé that highlights why you're unique; in
addition to your grades or test scores, make sure you include your
hobbies or interests. Maybe you and your interviewer will have
something in common! The Career Development Center and
upperclassmen on campus will be able to help you with this, too. 
 
Second, if you're looking for an internship with a big company, talk to
their recruiters at Career Fair, and then send some follow-up emails.
You want to show them your interest and stand out from the hundreds
of students they've been talking to. Don't be afraid to look into a
whole bunch of companies. 
 

How to Get an Internship

"Take time to read a few research papers of professors you might be
interested in working with over Winter break while you have time. It’s
a great way to narrow down what you want to work on. Additionally,
being familiar with a professor’s research when you approach them
about a SURF is a big plus." - Anonymous

"Going to office hours and getting to know your professors and TAs
can not only help you learn the material better, but it can be useful for
getting recommendation letters that are required for SURF and
almost all internships." - M. Wang

http://www.fasa.caltech.edu/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

If you get an interview, make sure you prepare well. Caltech students
often focus intensely on nailing the technical aspects of an interview,
but the interviewers care about who you are as a person, too! It's okay
to talk about your own interests and experiences, and even better if
those experiences have given you some experience with leadership,
teamwork, or problem-solving. More often than not, your ability to
work with others will go a long way, as will your creativity and
willingness to learn on the fly.
 
Last, don't be afraid to look close to home. The best way to convince a
company that you're worth hiring is for you or someone else to tell
them face-to-face. Ask your parents and friends if they know anyone
who might be hiring, and they could personally recommend you. You
don't need to be a future Nobel Laureate to earn a summer internship.
After all, Caltech students are hardly a dime a dozen.
 

How to Get an Internship (continued)

Look for emails and posters to join Women Mentoring Women in
the Fall! This is an excellent opportunity to be matched with an
junior, senior, or graduate student to learn from one another in
navigating STEM as women. - Caltech Center for Diversity

http://www.fasa.caltech.edu/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

First Term: You just got to Caltech, but frosh year is a good time to
begin to consider study abroad or study away.  
 

Attend one of the Fall study abroad panels on study abroad
You can review proposals and surveys from previous study abroad
participants in the Fellowships Advising & Study Abroad (FASA)
library

 
You apply for study abroad in January of your sophomore or junior
year. Find out more at http://www.fasa.caltech.edu
You can also consider the new Study Away program at the University
of Chicago.
 
Second Term:  Frosh are eligible to apply for Summer study abroad
through Caltech’s Bishop Summer Study Abroad Prize. Attend the
Second Term Information Meeting to find out more.  
 
Be sure to read your directory emails to learn about study abroad and
study away options.
 
Third Term: While frosh won’t start to apply for graduate fellowships
until the Spring of their junior year, attend one of the Spring term
meetings on fellowships such as the Fulbright, Gates, Churchill,
Rhodes, or Marshall to find out about these options. A strong
academic record is essential for these fellowships, but so is getting
involved. Join clubs, take on leadership positions, do community
service, and get to know faculty for strong references.

Overview of Fellowships and Study Abroad

http://www.fasa.caltech.edu/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

Everyone gets into conflict sometimes - it’s a natural part of our

relationships. When it’s with a roommate or close friend, it can feel

especially intense - so what are some good ways of managing conflict

with someone you’re close to?

 

In most conflicts, each person involved has a need that’s not being

met. It’s really important, then, to start with being clear about what

you want and need in this situation. Maybe you like having the room

cleaner than your roommate does…or maybe you really want your

roommate to do the dishes more often.

 

Next, it’s important to check in with how you feel about this situation.

Are you frustrated? Angry? Sad? The more you can be clear about

your own emotions, the better prepared you’ll be to talk.

 

Yes, talk - because nobody’s psychic. Nobody’s going to know what

you want and need unless you speak up about it! Try to stay focused

on what you need, and how you feel that you’re not getting it. For

instance, “When you leave the dishes in the sink, I feel really

frustrated. It’s important to me that we split the chores evenly.” Or,

“When I go to bed, would you mind listening to your music on

headphones? When you play your music so loud after I go to bed, I

can’t sleep and I feel really annoyed.” The more you stay focused on

your own emotions, the less anyone else can argue with you.

 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, really listen to what the other

person needs too, just like you want them to listen to you. Lots of

times we’re not really listening - just waiting for the other person to

stop talking so we can enlighten them with what we have to say next.

It can be extremely powerful to give yourself space to really listen

first - and then respond only after you really understand!

 

How to live with someone + conflict resolution



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

“Communication is key! It's important that you have respect for each

other's habits, lifestyle, personal belongings, sleep schedule, etc.”

- Anonymous

 

“Make sure you talk to them calmly if something is bothering you.

Clean up after yourself and be considerate. Include them in activities

that you’re going to if they seem lonely, especially at the beginning of

the year. Always be caring and supportive, listen to them, and help

them if they ever need it!” - Sophie

 

“Communication is key.” - Ethan

 

"Advice on roommates: make sure to communicate your boundaries."

- Vivek

How to live with someone + conflict resolution



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

Sure, you know that everyone says that 8 hours of sleep every night is
best…but who has time for that? It sounds great on paper, but
realistically, 8 hours might be out of reach. So what can you do to have
good sleep even if you can’t get a full 8 hours?
 
One good strategy is to wake up around the same time every day. It’s
a great way to keep your sleep from getting too far out of phase, even
if you can’t keep the same schedule every night.
 
What about naps? They can be great as long as they don’t go on for
too long. What’s a good target to shoot for? Research suggests that a
30-minute nap is about right. It can help you feel more rested without
throwing off your sleep cycle. If you use your phone for an alarm, try
turning off the ability to snooze the alarm - it helps you go ahead and
get out of bed the first time.
 
Insomnia is a common sleep problem, but there are things you can do
to manage it better. One of the most important things you can do is to
prevent your brain from forming an association between being in bed
and feeling frustrated because you’re unable to sleep. If you don’t
naturally fall asleep within 30 minutes, go ahead and own it and get
out of bed - you just weren’t ready to fall asleep yet. Let yourself sit in
a chair or on a couch and do something quiet and low-stress (probably
not academic work, and probably not web-surfing…more like Sudoku,
listening to some quiet music, or doing some pleasure reading.) When
you’re naturally sleepy, get back into bed. If you fall asleep, that’s
great - and if you don’t fall asleep within 30 minutes again, then just
go ahead and get back out of bed again. It’s not always fun, but it’s an
important way to condition yourself to associate being in bed with
getting restful sleep.
 

Strategies for Sleep

https://caltech.silvercloudhealth.com/signup/


HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

The W-Curve is a model that represents the phases first-year college
students go through in adapting to college life. It’s normal to have ups
and downs during this transition period. 
 
Honeymoon: Often starts before arriving on campus; overall feelings
of excitement and positive anticipation; wanting to get away from
home and start out on their own; homesickness mixed in with fun and
energy of new experience
 
Culture Shock: Difficulty finding their way around; feeling lost;
adjustment to new surroundings and academic expectations;
homesickness may become stronger
 
Initial Adjustment:  Beginning to feel more “at home;” making more
friends outside of initial connections; establishing a routine and
increased confidence in ability to handle academic and social demands
 
Mental Isolation:  Often arises after students go home for an extended
period; shock over finding changes have happened at home; doubts
regarding choice in college, major, career, and other decisions;
feelings of homesickness as though “caught between two worlds”
 
Acceptance & Integration: Connections to campus become stronger
as students become more involved in campus activities, develop
stronger friendships, and connect with faculty and staff; view of
college, academic pursuits, and future are more balanced; feeling part
of the new environment/community; dependence on parents and
former peers begins to lessen

W Curve of Student Development

Honeymoon

Culture Shock

Initial Adjustment

Mental Isolation

Acceptance &
Integration



HOT TOPICS FOR FALL TERM

Talk to a trusted friend
Reach out to a family member
Chat with your house assigned RA and/or PA
Browse the Student Wellness website for resources, ideas, and
information: wellness.caltech.edu

What if I'm not ok?

Use online support platform, SilverCloud, to address concerns at
your own pace: https://caltech.silvercloudhealth.com/signup/
Go to a "Let’s Talk" session
Consider making an initial appointment at Student Counseling
Services. If you are experiencing a crisis or an urgent matter- visit
Counseling Services the same day.
If symptoms are physical, schedule a visit at Student Health
Services
If you have academic concerns, contact an Associate Dean of
students
For help with time and stress management, goal setting, sleep
hygiene, and organization skills, try out Occupational Therapy
Services

 
Questions to ask yourself:

Who can I reach out to for support?
Is there a positive change I can make in my immediate
environment?
Am I meeting my basic needs: nutrition, sleep, exercise, connection,
fun?
When was the last time I felt like this, and how did I manage it?

http://wellness.caltech.edu/
https://caltech.silvercloudhealth.com/signup/


LOOKING AHEAD TO WINTER

Thinking ahead? Flip ahead if you want to read up on the Hot Topics
for Winter Term:
 

Getting a SURF Part 2
What do I do if I don't have a SURF?

 

Looking for guidance on options and classes? Check out the ARC's
Frosh Guide to Academics:
https://sites.google.com/site/arccaltech/resources/general-resources

https://sites.google.com/site/arccaltech/resources/general-resources


“Just do your best to learn everything you can, because that's what
you're here for. In the grand scheme of things, your grades don't
really matter. Office hours are really helpful and there are people
here who really care about you.” - Anonymous

What words of encouragement would you give
to your frosh-self?

“Caltech is difficult in different ways for everyone. If you keep a
growth mindset, a positive “can-do” attitude, and ask for help when
needed, you’ll get through each challenge one after the other and
learn along the way.” - Daniel

"It’s not a contest. Relax. One low grade isn’t going to shatter
whatever dreams you have." - Vivek



“I think it’s very important to remember that moving to college is
going to be a huge change and it’s only natural to sometimes feel
stressed/sad/disillusioned. Getting used to these changes takes time.
So be patient with yourself, be kind to yourself and go and seek help
and talk honestly to people, I can assure you that you are not alone.” 
- Sophie

"All of the other frosh around you are just as confused as you are. If
you can find the confidence to make the first step towards friendship,
the rest will be easy" - Anonymous



FALL CHALLENGE 1 

Note repeating due dates for sets, and scheduled office hours for each
of your classes by week 3. Include any study groups that meet
regularly.

Example



FALL CHALLENGE 2

How long do sets take? 
 

Track actual time needed for sets and add it to the weekly calendar

above.

 

Be realistic, not optimistic. What would you change about the way you

complete your work, if anything? Add resources you’d like to attend,

such as office hours.

FALL CHALLENGE 3

Track your time use and design an ideal week. Complete by week 4!



Example



Tip: It can be helpful to structure your day around consistent sleep
times, classes, and other meaningful activities.



What does your ideal routine look like?





Now track your actual time use for a week!





What did you notice when you tracked your time? Did
anything surprise you?

 What parts of your routine work really well for you? What
else would you want to incorporate into your routine?

  What could be better? What is a change you can make now?



FALL CHALLENGE 4

The reasons and ways we write in college tend to differ from the
reasons and ways we write in high school. Where high school writing
typically works to stabilize knowledge through formulaic structures
(like the five-paragraph essay), college writing aims to produce new
knowledge. Because your writing will now have a different purpose
and audience, we encourage you to establish a sustainable writing
practice by experimenting with different ways of incorporating
writing into your life.
 
Make a list of five places you could try writing (the Red Door, your
room, the library, a café near campus). Once you’ve tried writing in
each space, take notes on how each one worked for you. (You may
even find that you need to work in different spaces on different days.)
 
1) 
 
 
 
2)
 
 
 
3)
 
 
 
4)
 
 
 
5)
 
 

Establishing Your Writing Practice



Try writing at different times of day and take notes on how each
worked.
 

Morning?
 
 

Afternoon?
 
 

Evening?
 

Try writing for different amounts of time, paying attention to what
time span allowed you to write most efficiently.

15 minutes?
30 minutes?
45 minutes?
An hour?
More than an hour?

Try consulting a writing specialist and/or peer tutor at the Hixon
Writing Center during different stages in your writing process and
take notes about how well each worked for you.
 

Brainstorming?
 
 
 

First/Early draft?
 
 
 

Later draft when you’re looking to polish the paper?
 
 
 



IMPORTANT DATES FOR FALL

October 1 Beginning of instruction - 8:00am

October 18 Last day for adding courses and removing
conditions and incompletes

October 30 -
November 5

Midterm examination period

November 11 Midterm deficiency notices due - 9:00am

November 20 Last day for dropping courses, exercising
pass/fail option, and changing sections

November 21 -
December 6

Registration for Winter Term 2019-2020

November 28-29 Thanksgiving (Institute Holiday)

December 6 Last day of classes
Last day to register for Winter Term 2019-
2020 without a $50 late fee

December 7-10 Study Period

December
11*-13

Final Examinations, Fall Term 2019-2020
*First due date for final examinations

December 14 -
January 5

Winter Recess

December 18 Instructors' final grade reports due - 9:00am

September 30 Rosh Hashanah - Classes Excused

September 22 New Student Check-In for Undergraduates

September 19-20 International Student Orientation

September 22-29 New Student Orientation for
Undergraduates

November 1 SURF applications go live



OCTOBER 2019





CHECK POINT

How is this term going so far?

How about your own health?
Consider:

Resources to Consider:

Deans Tutor 
Hixon Writing Center

Do you need...

Office hours
Study groups

Resources to Consider:

Health Services
Counseling Services
Occupational Therapy Services

Diet
Exercise
Sleep

Stress
Self-care
Mental health

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0

"Try out different times and places for taking your exams. Do you
work better in the morning, during the afternoon, or even at night? Is
it less distracting to take exams in your room, or in a public place?"
- Arushi, '21



How does your performance compare with your goals for this
term?

What could you change to help meet those goals? 

Keep track of your progress in each class so you know how you're
doing. It'll help you build good habits when grades come around in
Spring. 



NOVEMBER 2019





DECEMBER 2019





FALL TERM REFLECTION

What was unexpected?

What worked well?

What would you want to do differently next term?



Winter

Term



HOT TOPICS FOR WINTER TERM

Now that the holidays are over, you’ll need to hit the ground running
to secure a SURF. Here are some hints to make it happen:

Getting a SURF Part 2

Identify faculty whose research is of interest to you. Begin by
emailing them with a brief introduction to who you are and why you
want to do research with them.
Don’t rely only on email. Faculty are busy and you may need to go
knock on their door to get noticed. 
Attend workshops offered by the Student-Faculty Programs Office
on the application process, how to secure letters of
recommendation, and how to write a proposal.
You will need two letters of recommendation, at least one from a
faculty member. Ask your letter writers by early January so they
have time to write and submit recommendations by February 22.
You can ask even if you haven’t yet secured a mentor!

 
For more hints on how to find a mentor, check out
sfp.caltech.edu/students

"A lot of students find SURF’s the week before the applications are
due. So keep looking until the deadline because many professors still
have opportunities for undergrad researchers." - M. Wang

http://sfp.caltech.edu/students


HOT TOPICS FOR WINTER TERM

Not everyone choses to do a SURF or finds a SURF at the end of their
freshman year. That’s okay! There are plenty of great opportunities
out there. Visit the Career Development Center to learn about
internships. Talk with your faculty about non-SURF research
opportunities for the summer. Check out other research programs at
other schools (sfp.caltech.edu/programs/external_opportunities).

What do I do if I don't have a SURF?

"Look at startups, especially in LA! Startups often continue to hire
interns later into the Spring than large tech companies. Startup
internships also tend to be less well-known and thus less
competitive." - Anonymous

https://www.sfp.caltech.edu/programs/external_opportunities


LOOKING AHEAD TO SPRING

Thinking ahead? Flip ahead if you want to read up on the Hot Topics
for Spring Term:
 

Declaring an Option (Major)
I'm on grades - now what?



"If you don't ask, the answer will always
be no. I've been a part of so many
amazing experiences and opportunities
over my past two years here just because
I've sent an email or talked to a professor
after class. 
Go up and ask your instructor if you can
research with them, apply for excomm
positions, and talk to admin if you think
you have a good idea that can make
Caltech a better place - more often than
not the answer is yes and in a month's
time you'll be doing something awesome
that you would've never had the
opportunity to do before!" 

- Isabella Camplisson, Page



“Go for a walk around campus.” - Anonymous

“Running, interhouse sports, video games (Smash Ultimate mainly),
napping.” - Anonymous

How do you relax/decompress?

“Running, playing pool, talking to friends, TV, comedy.” - Ethan Mann

“I enjoy talking and hanging out with friends as well as participating in
house activities. Caltech provides many opportunities to decompress
throughout term with various activities including interhouse sports,
music, community service, building interhouse parties, and more. The
nice part of pass/fail is that you can try these out and see what works
for you.” - Daniel



Write down some things that help you
decompress when you're stressed:

"Making time to do things with friends always helps me decompress –
it helps to find a small group that you’re invested in / keep doing
activities with. And they don’t necessarily have to be in your house!" 
- Vivek

“At college you can always find someone to talk to and hang out with
and that is my favourite way to relax. After working for a long time I
love to chat with people during dinner, tea time or just in 1.5 or in the
corridors. I also love watching a movie or non-committal TV show with
my friends. I would also recommend going to the gym/going swimming.
The pool is so nice at Caltech so make use of it!” - Sophie



WINTER CHALLENGE 1 

Note repeating due dates for sets, and scheduled office hours for each
of your classes by week 3. Include any study groups that meet
regularly.



WINTER CHALLENGE 2

How long do sets take? 
 

Track actual time needed for sets and add it to the weekly calendar.

 

Be realistic, not optimistic. What would you change about the way

you complete your work, if anything? Add resources you’d like to

attend, such as office hours.

WINTER CHALLENGE 3

Track your time use and design an ideal week. Complete by week 4!



What does your ideal routine look like?





Now track your actual time use for a week!





What did you notice when you tracked your time? Did
anything surprise you?

 What parts of your routine work really well for you? What
else would you want to incorporate into your routine?

  What could be better? What is a change you can make now?



WINTER CHALLENGE 4

One of the best ways to improve your writing skills is to read as much
as you can. But, you don’t want this reading to be passive. Instead,
you’ll want to read actively - like a writer - by paying attention to the
way good writing is structured and presented.
 
Find a piece of writing that inspires you. Then, reflect on what you like
about it. Is it clear and concise? Does it describe things in a way that
makes them easy to imagine? This list will help you see what you value
in writing, which in turn will help you develop your own authorial
voice.
 
Piece chosen:
 
Notes:

Reading as a Writer



"Don’t forget to take time to practice
your non-STEM skills. You’ll be surprised
how often they’ll come in handy in during
your time in STEM. Even something as
simple as my steady hand with a paint
brush has helped me when aligning cells
under a microscope."

- Sierra, Ruddock Blacker ‘20



IMPORTANT DATES FOR WINTER

January 6 Beginning of instruction - 8:00am

January 24 Last day for adding courses and removing
conditions and incompletes

February 5 - 11 Midterm examination period

February 18 Midterm deficiency notices due - 9:00am

February 26 Last day for dropping courses, exercising
pass/fail option, and changing sections

February 27 -
March 11

Registration for Spring Term 2019-2020

March 18 End of Winter Term 2019-2020

March 11 Last day of classes
Last day to register for Spring Term 2019-
2020 without a $50 late fee

March 12 - 15 Study Period

March 16* - 18 Final Examinations, Winter Term 2019-
2020
*First due date for final examinations

March 19-29 Spring Recess

March 23 Instructors' final grade reports due - 9:00am

February 17 President's Day (Institute Holiday)

January 20 Martin Luther King Day (Institute Holiday)

February 22 SURF applications due



JANUARY 2020





CHECK POINT

How is this term going so far?

How about your own health?
Consider:

Resources to Consider:

Deans Tutor 
Hixon Writing Center

Do you need...

Office hours
Study groups

Resources to Consider:

Health Services
Counseling Services
Occupational Therapy Services

Diet
Exercise
Sleep

Stress
Self-care
Mental health

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0

"Imposter syndrome hits almost everyone during their time at
Caltech. Talking to someone you trust can really help." - Anonymous



How does your performance compare with your goals for this
term?

What could you change to help meet those goals? 

Keep track of your progress in each class so you know how you're
doing. It'll help you build good habits when grades come around in
Spring. 



FEBRUARY 2020





MARCH 2020





WINTER TERM REFLECTION

What was different about this term compared to last term?
How did that affect your daily routines and goals?

What would you want to do differently next term?

What has been working well for you? List any strategies or
support that you'd like to keep using. 



For more than 100 years, the Caltech Y has enriched the lives of
Caltech students through a wide variety of programs and services.
The Y supplements and complements the excellent academics at
Caltech by providing a variety of co-curricular events and activities to
help students thrive at Caltech.
 
Engage
Check out the Caltech Y weekly announcements to find out about the
many programs the Y offers. From local programs to international
trips, the Caltech Y hosts over 70 programs a year that fall under 5
pillars: Leadership, Service, Adventure, Civic Engagement, and
Perspective. Join Y student leaders for a weekend hike, a lunch talk
on diverse issues, a visit to an LA venue, Decompression or even a trip
to India. These are just some of the many ways to engage with the
Caltech Y.          
 
Explore
In addition to a wide array of programs, the Caltech Y offers several
awards for students to explore their interests.

Advocating Change Together (ACT) Award – Get immersed in a
cause and make a difference.
Studenski Award  – Gain clarity and consider possible directions for
your future
Hummel/Gray Travel Fund  – Promotes professional and leadership
development

4 Ways to Thrive with the Caltech Y

Are there pieces of your identity that aren't being
expressed? Did you want to get involved on campus or in the
local community? 
Consider: clubs, teams, campus organizations, health ads,
peer ads, tutoring, and other volunteer opportunities.

http://www.registrar.caltech.edu/academics/ug_option_reps


 
Volunteer
The Caltech Y hosts several service programs from one-day events
like Make-A-Difference Day to week-long trips like  Alternative
Spring Break. The Caltech Y also hosts ongoing service programs. You
can tutor underserved students at Hathaway Sycamores, Read to
Kids  once a month, do science activities at Madison Elementary
School, cook dinner at Union Station Homeless Shelter or even
volunteer right here on campus with the Rise Tutoring Program.
 
Students with federal workstudy can earn their workstudy allocation
by tutoring with the Rise Program, Hathaway Sycamores, and
Pasadena LEARNs.
 
Lead
All Caltech Y programs are led and initiated by students. Get involved
with the Caltech Y ExComm,  the Outdoors Committee,  the  Social
Activism Speakers Series, the  Rise Advisory Committee,  or serve as a
Service Site Leader. Contact the Caltech Y to get involved with
leadership opportunities.
 
The Caltech Y’s mission is to enrich student life and challenge
students to grow into responsible citizens of the world. Visit
www.caltechy.org for more info. Follow the Y on Facebook and
Instagram.

http://www.caltechy.org/


Spring

Term



HOT TOPICS FOR SPRING TERM

Caltech uses the term option instead of “major.” You are expected to
select your option by the middle of your third term. At that time, the
Registrar’s Office will send an option selection survey to your Caltech
email address. After you select your option, you will be assigned an
option adviser before you register for your sophomore Fall term. That
adviser will be the one who approves your class schedules going
forward.
 
Adding Second Options and Minors
Second options and/or minors can be added later. The second option
or minor will require approval of two people: your current option rep
and the option rep of the new option or minor.
 
Important Information and Dates

Second options and minors must be added before the start of your
senior year
The required forms for requesting changes or additions of options
and minors can be found on our website under the ‘Forms & Fees’
tab
The list of current option reps can be found on our website under
the ‘Academics’ tab
Check out the catalog (posted on our website) for the full policies
on options and minors

 
For an up-to-date list of the option reps, please visit the Registar's
website at: 
http://www.registrar.caltech.edu/academics/ug_option_reps

Declaring an Option (Major)

http://www.registrar.caltech.edu/academics/ug_option_reps


HOT TOPICS FOR SPRING TERM

Third term! This means your first term of documented grades! Don’t
panic, but take it seriously. You’ve learned some lessons about
balance and time management, so now you need to really apply
them. Continue to seek out peer tutors, go to office hours, haunt your
TAs, and let the associate deans know if you come across any
roadblocks.

I'm on grades - now what?

"When you're on grades, it's easy to freak out over a bad quiz or
midterm. Don't worry! Everyone, and I mean everyone, at Caltech has
bad problem sets, midterms, finals, etc. You're not alone! Just learn
from the assignment and shift your focus towards the future. Focus on
doing your best on all the sets to come. And feel free to talk to
upperclassmen about it; we all took--and struggled through--the same
classes, so we understand how you're feeling." - Simon, Lloyd '20

http://www.registrar.caltech.edu/academics/ug_option_reps


SPRING CHALLENGE 1 

Note repeating due dates for sets, and scheduled office hours for each
of your classes by week 3. Include any study groups that meet
regularly.



SPRING CHALLENGE 2

How long do sets take? 
 

Track actual time needed for sets and add it to the weekly calendar.

 

Be realistic, not optimistic. What would you change about the way you

complete your work, if anything? Add resources you’d like to attend,

such as office hours.

SPRING CHALLENGE 3

Track your time use and design an ideal week. Complete by week 4!



What does your ideal routine look like?





Now track your actual time use for a week!





What did you notice when you tracked your time? Did
anything surprise you?

 What parts of your routine work really well for you? What
else would you want to incorporate into your routine?

  What could be better? What is a change you can make now?



SPRING CHALLENGE 4

Composing an A paper rarely happens overnight, so now is an
excellent time to incorporate revision into your writing practice.
 
Try out the revision activities on this list to help ensure that you’re
submitting your best work:

Audience:  Does the assignment specify who my audience is (a
classmate, a Caltech student who is unfamiliar with the course
material)? What does my reader need to know in order for my paper
to make sense and engage their interest?
Focus:  Does my paper respond to the prompt fully and
thoughtfully? Does it clearly articulate a central argument or
project?
Coherence:  Create a reverse outline of your paper by noting what
part of your argument each body paragraph addresses. This often
helps writers see where they need to move, remove, add, divide, or
combine paragraphs. It can also help you draft effective topic
sentences for each paragraph, as it pushes you to identify the main
idea of each paragraph and evaluate how well each paragraph
supports your paper’s central project or argument.
Cohesion:  Does each sentence flow logically from the one that
precedes it? Are there any gaps in the logic?
Conciseness: Are there any opportunities to replace general words
with more specific ones? Are there any unnecessary words or
redundancies? Are there any needlessly difficult words I can
replace with simpler ones?   

 
While you can certainly work through these revision activities on your
own, these questions can often be most efficiently addressed by
talking about your work with another person. After all, it can be
difficult for writers to see gaps in their own logic or places in their
writing that may be clear to another reader. So, share a draft of your
work with one of the following people: the peer tutors or writing
specialists at the Hixon Writing Center, your professor, a classmate
(or multiple classmates), or a TA.

Revising for Success



"If your dreams don't scare you, they
aren't big enough."

 
- Sierra, Ruddock Blacker '20 

 



IMPORTANT DATES FOR SPRING

March 30 Beginning of instruction - 8:00am

April 17 Last day for adding courses and removing
conditions and incompletes

April 29 - May 5 Midterm examination period

May 11 Midterm deficiency notices due - 9:00am

May 20 Last day for dropping courses, exercising
pass/fail  option, and changing sections

May 21 - June 5 Registration for Fall Term 2020-2021 and
Summer research

June 12 End of Spring Term 2019-2020
Commencement - 10:00am

June 6 - 9 Study Period - undergraduates

June 10* - 12 Final Examinations, Spring Term 2019-2020
*First due date for final examinations

June 17 Instructors' final grade reports due - 9:00am

May 25 Memorial Day (Institute Holiday)

June 5 Last day of classes - undergraduates
Last day to register for Fall Term 2020-2021
without a $50 late fee

June 15 Summer Term begins



APRIL 2020





CHECK POINT

How is this term going so far?

How about your own health?
Consider:

Resources to Consider:

Deans Tutor 
Hixon Writing Center

Do you need...

Office hours
Study groups

Resources to Consider:

Health Services
Counseling Services
Occupational Therapy Services

Diet
Exercise
Sleep

Stress
Self-care
Mental health

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0

1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    1 0



How does your performance compare with your goals for this

term?

What could you change to help meet those goals? 

Keep track of your progress in each class so you know how you're
doing.



MAY 2020





JUNE 2020





SPRING TERM REFLECTION

What was different about this term compared to last term?
How did that affect your daily routines and goals?

What are some strategies that helped you succeed this year?

What would you want to do differently next year? What
advice do you have for yourself?



YEAR-END REFLECTIONS

What were some memorable experiences from this year?

What have you learned about yourself?

"What would you do if you knew you couldn't fail?"
 - Sierra, Ruddock Blacker '20



NOTES



NOTES



NOTES



NOTES







IMPORTANT RESOURCES

Caltech ARC Website:
https://arc.caltech.edu

Caltech Security Resources:
https://www.caltech.edu/emergency
 
For information on Caltech's Emergency Notification
System including text message alerts and mobile app.

The little t:
http://donut.caltech.edu
Look for the little t

Caltech Connect Crisis Training:
http://caltechcares.caltech.edu/training
 
Caltech Connect training enables students to identify
signs of distress, offers concrete strategies for
intervention, and provides information about resources
and referral options.

https://sites.google.com/site/arccaltech/home
https://www.caltech.edu/emergency
http://donut.caltech.edu/w/index.php?title=Little_t
http://caltechcares.caltech.edu/training


IMPORTANT CONTACTS

Security (Emergencies): (626) 395-5000
Security for Non-emergencies (escorts, reports, or information):
(626) 395-4701
Title IX: (626) 395-3132
Deans: (626) 395-6351
 
Student Wellness Services
Health Services: (626) 395-6393
Counseling Services: (626) 395-8331
After Hours Counseling Hotline: (626) 395-8331 and press "2"
Occupational Therapy Services: (626) 395-8331
 
 

For an up-to-date listing of the current Health Advocates, visit:
healthadvocate.caltech.edu > Program Staff and HAs

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

YOUR RA

Name: 
 
Phone Number: 
 

 
For an up-to-date listing of the current Peer Advocates, visit: 
peeradvocate.caltech.edu > Program Coordinators and PAs

http://wellness.caltech.edu/services/student-advocate-programs/health-advocate/program-staff-and-has
http://wellness.caltech.edu/services/student-advocate-programs/peer-advocate/program-coordinators-and-pas
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